Forest Electric New York

Forest Datacom Services

Continuous Telecommunications Service.
—for Complex and Simple Data Networks.
For over five decades, Forest Electric New York (Forest NY) has been a
trusted name in commercial electrical contracting. Through innovative value
engineering, network design, and design-build capabilities, Forest NY has
helped thousands of organizations throughout New York City address everyday electrical issues, as well as their biggest and most complex commercial
electrical challenges.
Forest Datacom Services, a leading telecommunication and voice and data
communications services provider, can respond to a variety of communications and data center network design requirements. From basic voice and
VoIP systems to the most complex data networks, Forest Datacom Services
provides clients with single-source solutions that include voice/data network infrastructure planning, engineering, purchasing, and installation.

HUNDREDS OF
DATACOM PROJECTS.
EIGHT MAJOR MARKETS.
»» Financial Services
»» Technology
»» Commercial
»» Education
»» Public/Government
»» Biotech/Healthcare
»» Power Generation
»» Entertainment/Hospitality

SAFETY.
FROM THE TOP DOWN.
EMCOR employees challenge the notion that injuries happen. Which is why
EMCOR’s safety performance is far better
than the Bureau of Labor Statistics industry
averages, with a rate of injury that is
consistently 60%–75% lower than our
competitors.* EMCOR’s award-winning
Be There For Life! Zero Injury Program
instills employees with the conviction that
every injury is preventable.
*Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Industry Average
for Specialty Contractors NAICS 238, 2004-2012

What Can We Do For You?

Telecommunications.
Voice and Data. And so Much More.

Ongoing Training.
Unparalleled Knowledge.

Forest Datacom Services provides continual telecommunications services for
clients’ ever-changing technical requirements. Whether installing a new VoIP
system, or upgrading an existing voice
and data system, Forest Datacom Services
helps clients that are looking to grow into
the next generation of technology.

New products are introduced into the marketplace nearly every day, and Forest NY invests
considerable time and effort into training its
people to be fully knowledgeable in these new
offerings as soon as they become available.
Training efforts are ongoing so that skilled
engineers and technicians can respond to
the most sophisticated and cutting-edge data
center infrastructure, network integration, and
structured cabling project requirements.

Certifications. And More Certifications.
Forest Datacom Services maintains the
following manufacturers’ systems certifications:
»» Mohawk/CDT
»» Superior/Essex
»» Hubbell
»» General
»» Belden/CDT
»» Siemens
»» Commscope/Uniprise »» Commscope/Systimax
»» Corning
»» Berk-tek
»» Commscope/TE Connectivity

Forest Electric has RCDDs (Registered Communications Distribution Designer) on staff to help ensure
that all criteria defined within bid documents are met using the latest installation standards of the
TIA/EIA industry. RCDDs are consistently participating in continuing education to stay up to date with
the constant evolution of the telecommunications industry.
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»» Ortronic
»» Leviton
»» Sumitomo Blown Fiber
»» Panduit

